


OVERVIEW 
Running for office is a big decision. Whether you are running for school board or 
US Senate, you need to be prepared for a hard journey, physically, emotionally, and 
mentally. But if you win, you will be in a position to make the kind of change you 
want to see in the world. No more saying, “I wish our elected officials would do X, 
Y or Z.” You’ll have the power to change things!

This guide will help you get started, whether you want to run for office now or 
sometime in the future. We’ll cover topics like how to decide whether to run, how 
to start raising money, and how to start hiring a team. Keep in mind that this is not 
a campaign plan. For more resources, see the other books in our series, which cover 
the nuts and bolts of field, finance, and overall campaign management.

Running for office is a decision that is both political and personal. You and your 
family need to decide whether you are ready for the tough months ahead. But 
once you decide you want to run, the Progressive Change Campaign Committee 
(PCCC) can help. We have a team of experts ready to give free advice and guidance 
to your campaign. We have technology that makes websites, research, polling, and 
more easy to do for yourself, instead of hiring high-priced consultants. And most 
importantly, we have nearly one million grassroots activists who want to help you 
win.

For more information on the Progressive Change Campaign Committee, visit our 
website: www.BoldProgressives.org.
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CHAPTER 1

Getting Started

So you think you might want to run for office. Now you’re probably wondering, 
“How do I get started?” Hang on a minute! This chapter will cover some of the factors 
you should consider before making the leap. We’ll also discuss the steps you can take 
now to become a stronger candidate in the future, if and when you decide to run.

IS THERE A WAY TO WIN?

We’re realists. Some races are just unwinnable. But many other races are entirely 
winnable, even when they are so-called “red” districts. When you are thinking about 
whether to run for a seat, keep in mind some of the following questions. Is there an 
incumbent or is it an open seat? Have Democrats ever won this seat before? Are there 
more registered Democrats than Republicans in the district, or vice versa? Who are 
your likely opponents? Who are your likely supporters? Why would voters support 
you over the opposition? Are there hot local issues that might make your chances even 
better? You can look up electoral results from previous years through the Secretary 
of State or local board of elections. You probably know the district better than you 
think, so ultimately, your gut check is vital when deciding whether or not you can 
win.

WHAT ARE YOUR STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES AS A 
CANDIDATE?

Unfortunately, politics can be ugly. You should assume that every decision in your life 
will be scrutinized. Your opponents may dig through old court cases and tax records. 
They may track down high school yearbooks or scour Facebook and Twitter. They 
will be looking for anything that could embarrass you, or that could imply conflicts of 
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interest that would keep you from doing the best job possible for your constituents. 
Before you decide to enter a race, you should make sure that you feel comfortable 
with every detail of your personal and professional life being made public. Not every 
race will result in such scrutiny, but it’s best to assume that this will occur. You should 
prepare by reviewing the information available online about you and your family. If 
possible, ask someone trusted to do an independent survey of the publicly available 
information about you and your family.

ARE YOU READY FOR THE CHALLENGE?

Running for office is exciting, but can also be grueling. You will endure long days 
and nights of stump speeches, shaking hands, giving speeches, and fundraising. You 
need to make sure you are physically prepared. Start getting in shape now. Spend as 
much time on your feet as possible. Invest in comfortable shoes. Figure out a healthy 
meal schedule that doesn’t take much time to prepare. This is also the time to make 
other decisions with your family. How will you and your family manage childcare or 
caring for older relatives? Will you need to hold a full-time job as a candidate or will 
you be able to reduce your hours at work? Do you have access to a reliable car? Is your 
family excited and supportive? Make sure you are ready to run for office in every way.

ARE YOU READY TO RAISE MONEY?

You will need to raise money for your campaign. The cost of a campaign can 
vary dramatically depending on the part of the country where you live. A state 
representative race can cost anywhere from a few thousand dollars to several hundred 
thousand dollars. Fundraising will take a lot of your time as a candidate. You must 
be an active participant in this process. No one can do it for you. We can offer tips 
to make it easier. But at the end of the day, you must decide whether or not you are 
committed to raising the money you need to win. That means asking people for 
money. Later in this book, we’ll cover ways to ask for money effectively. But you are 
the one who will have to do it.

DO YOU HAVE A STRONG PUBLIC PROFILE?

Think about the ways you are seen in your community. Do potential voters associate 
you with activism and as someone who gets things done? Are you involved in civic 
organizations? If so, can you take a more visible role in these areas of your life? 
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Start thinking about how to raise your profile further. Publish editorials in the local 
newspaper. Volunteer with your church or your children’s school. Circulate petitions 
on popular, important issues. Offer to speak at rallies and fundraisers. Start collecting 
business cards. Lead a group to lobby your state legislature. As you meet new people, 
think about how they might be helpful to your campaign.

THE TOP 10 THINGS CANDIDATES SHOULD DO…
BEFORE THEY BECOME CANDIDATES 

Talk to friends and family. Let them know that running for office is a huge 
commitment of time, energy, and money. Make sure you address their concerns, 
and discuss what kind of help you can expect from them.

Make a spreadsheet of everyone you know. Include recent mailing addresses, 
phone numbers, and email addresses. This might be a good time to catch up 
with folks you haven’t seen for awhile! Add a column for donor history. (You’ll 
fill this out later.)

Make a list of your greatest accomplishments. What are you most proud of? This 
can include your children, your business, the home you own, your education, or 
your twenty-year teaching career. How would you sum up your accomplishments 
in a single sentence?

Make a list of people who would be good spokespeople on your behalf. Is your 
state senator a personal friend? Would the local police chief be willing to talk 
about your past support for the police department? What about the principal at 
the local high school? These are endorsers and validators -- people who would 
be publicly supportive, whose names you could use in materials, ads, and letters 
to the editor.

Contact your local Registrar of Voters or Secretary of State to get all information 
available on the process of filing as a candidate and deadlines.  Some places will 
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provide step-by-step manuals or even trainings for application process, deadlines, 
and campaign finance rules.  

Prepare a crisp, dynamic, 30-second answer to this question, which will be 
repeated 5,000,000 times over the course of the campaign: “Why are you 
running for office?” Memorize the answer. Practice delivering it confidently and 
with a smile.

Polish your personal appearance. Get a haircut. Buy a suit. Get your teeth 
cleaned and whitened. Grooming is important in candidates. You will feel 
more confident with a professional appearance, and will project that confidence 
through your speech and body language. And whether you like it or not, voters 
will make subconscious judgments based on your appearance.

Get high resolution pictures taken. This should include headshots, pictures with 
your family or pets, and pictures that can be used in advertising and materials 
-- so pictures with seniors, families, and workers; and pictures in environmental 
and industrial settings.  Make sure these pictures are in jpg files on your computer 
and can easily be emailed. 

Polish your public persona. If you’re on social networking sites, review the 
information available to the public and make sure you’re putting forth a 
professional image, bio, and story that you can be proud of as a candidate. Use 
your new headshots in your Facebook profile! 

Buy your domain name for your website. Try to get your name, as in “JohnSmith.
com.” If your name is taken, pick something like, “VoteJohnSmith.com” or 
“VoteForJohn.com.” You want to pick a domain name that could stay with you 
through multiple campaigns for different offices. This will be your permanent 
online identity as a political figure. So avoid having the year or office in the 
domain name, as in “JohnSmithForDogcatcher2012.com.” With that said, be 
sure to buy variations of your name to keep it out of your opponent’s hands!

THE TOP 10 THINGS CANDIDATES SHOULD DO…BEFORE THEY 
BECOME CANDIDATES 
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HOW TO RESEARCH YOURSELF (BEFORE AN 
OPPONENT DOES IT FOR YOU): A CHECKLIST 

Are you registered with the Democratic Party or Working Families Party? Have 
you voted in every election, including primary elections, special elections, and 
general elections? If you haven’t voted consistently, an opponent may say that 
you don’t have a strong sense of civic engagement. 

Have you paid all your taxes? Have you paid taxes on all your employees (if 
applicable)? Are there any issues related to taxes that could be damaging if they 
were made public?

Have there been any negative stories in the media about you or your family? 
What was the outcome of the story? Were there any visuals that accompanied 
the story that could be used in attack ads?

Are there any records of yours or your immediate family members that could 
raise questions if they become public? This includes school records, court 
records, divorce records, military service, employment history, business history, 
child support, drug and alcohol use, physical and mental health, criminal or 
civic charges, and membership in associations and organizations. 

If you have been an employer or supervisor, are there any former employees who 
might raise issues about your conduct?

If you are a voting member of an organization, are there any votes or public 
statements that may be inconsistent or raise concerns?

Have you fulfilled all the duties associated with your present position? For 
example, if you are a member of the school board, have you attended most of 
the meetings?

Have you made any controversial public statements that you wish you could 
take back?
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You should answer these questions as honestly as possible, and then consider 
whether they might pose concerns for voters. There may be easy answers! For 
example, perhaps you missed all those school board meetings because of an illness 
in your family. You’ll also want to assess your opponent’s record using this same 
set of questions. The best defense is a strong offense!

FROM THE CANDIDATES

“I ran for Congress for the first time in 1992 
because I believed that in spite of Riverside 
County then being a red district, I could not 
give up on the possibility of it being repre-
sented by a progressive voice. I jumped in 

knowing it was a long shot, but as someone who had been represented 
by a Democratic Congressman, George Brown, I felt a responsibility 
to fight for the representation that I believed my district needed.

You must be clear and honest about your values. However, understand 
that in today’s political climate your values aren’t enough. To be effec-
tively communicated, your values must be coupled with a disciplined 
and effective fundraising strategy.”

– Congressman Mark Takano
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CHAPTER 2

What Is This District Like?

Once you think you might want to run, you should start looking more closely at 
the district. In particular, you should look at the hard numbers in your district. You 
should start by figuring out the win number. Why? Whoever gets the most votes 
wins. So knowing the number of votes you need will determine everything else on 
your race.

All the information you’ll need to calculate the win number is publicly available. You 
can ask the Secretary of State or your local board of elections for turnout numbers 
from past elections and the number of registered voters in the district. Much of this 
information is available online. In order to figure out turnout numbers, take the three 
most recent “like” elections, and take the average. For example, if you are running a 
state representative race in a year when there isn’t a presidential election, you probably 
don’t want to use the 2008 numbers when President Obama was first on the ticket, 
and excitement was high. Choose numbers from races that were most “like” your 
own, in terms of whether or not it was a presidential year, whether or not it was 
contested, etc. You may have to crunch some numbers because of redistricting, since 
the composition of many districts has recently changed.

Calculating the win number is easy. Try it out on the next page.
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CALCULATE YOUR WIN NUMBER 

CALCULATE AVERAGE TURNOUT

To find the average turnout in your district, calculate the turnout rate for three recent similar 
elections. Add those rates together and divide by three.

Election 1

Election 2

Election 3

Turnout Registered Voters Rate

1

Turnout Registered Voters Rate

3

ex: 55,000 ex: 105,000 ex: .524

2

4

Average Rate

CALCULATE EXPECTED TURNOUT 
To find the expected turnout for your race multiply the Average Turnout Rate by your district’s 
current registration.

CALCULATE WIN NUMBER
To find the expected turnout for your race multiply the Average Turnout Rate by your district’s 
current registration.

Current Registration

5

Expected Turnout

4

65
(Round up)

6 7

Win Number
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OTHER QUESTIONS YOU SHOULD ASK YOURSELF ABOUT 
THIS DISTRICT

n  How many voters are registered with the Democratic Party? 
 
n  How many voters are registered with the Republican Party?

n  How many voters are registered Independents?

n  Is this an open seat, or is there an incumbent?

n  Has a Democrat won this seat before?

n   What percentage of the vote have Democratic candidates in your area received  
     in recent elections? How many local elected officials serving now are Democrats  
     or Working Families Party?

n  Do you have strong ties to a particular demographic group?

n  Where are the high voter turnout areas in the district? Are you known there, or  
    do you have potential to be known there?

n  When is the election? Is it a special election?

n  How many candidates are expected to run?
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CHAPTER 3

Making a Campaign Plan

When you decide to run for office, you’ll need a written campaign plan. This written 
campaign plan will be your playbook to victory and will make sure that all the parts 
of your campaign work together. For example, you may want to hire three organizers. 
But if the cost of the organizers is not included in your budget, you’ll have to raise 
more money, or cut a different item from your budget. Since running for office can 
be overwhelming at times, the campaign plan will provide direction, organization, 
and perspective.

The campaign plan will include the following:

Message: What is the story you will tell about yourself as a candidate? How 
will you create contrast with your opponent? How will you communicate 
this message? Who needs to hear this message? How do current events fit this 
message?

Campaign Team: How will you get everything done on your campaign? Will 
you need a paid staff, or will you rely on volunteers? What kind of staffer needs 
to be hired first? What kind of responsibilities will they take on?

Research: What is known publicly about you and your opponent? How do 
you plan to collect and use this information?

Voter Contact: How many votes do you need to win? Which voters are most 
likely to support you? How will you communicate with these voters and get 
them to the polls on Election Day?
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Money: How much money do you think you will need? How will you raise it? 
How will you spend it? This includes a budget and a fundraising plan. 

SAMPLE BUDGET

Budget Category        September       October       November       Total 

Target to Raise

Admin

Campaign Manager / 
General Consulting
Candidate Travel 
Meeting Expenses
Office Rent
Phones
Internet Service
Health Insurance 
Staff Travel
Insurance
Taxes
Office Equipment
Office Supplies / 
General Printing
Postage
General Admin Expenses 
(Bank fees, etc)

Fundraising

Finannce Staff /  
Consultant
NGP Software
FR Event Expenses
FR Mail
Credit Card Fees
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SAMPLE BUDGET

Budget Category        September       October       November       Total 

Field

Field Director
GOTV Staff
Brochures /  
Palm Cards
Direct Mail
Votebuilder Access
Training
Volunteer Incentives

Media

Communications  
Director / Consultant
Social Media  
Consulting
Web Site Design /  
Hosting
Radio
Television
Research / Polling

Etc

Lawn Signs
Stickers & Swag
Election Night

Total Expenses

Total Actual Revenues

Total Actual Expenses

Cash on Hand

“HOW DO I ESTIMATE HOW MUCH MONEY I’LL NEED?”

Every campaign is different. You can start by looking at what similar races have cost 
in your area. This information can usually be found through the Secretary of State or 
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FROM THE CANDIDATES

“I ran for office because I witnessed the 
progressive traditions and laws in my state 
quickly dismantled by the Tea Party in just a 
few short years. I ran because workers’ rights, 
reproductive rights, equal pay, affordable 

health care, voting rights, our shared natural resources, and Foodshare 
benefits and social programs were at stake. I ran to give a voice to the 
many people who felt their voices were lost or ignored. I ran because 
I believe in my community and know that working together, we can 
right these wrongs.

Believe in yourself and remember why you’re running. If you’re running 
to represent the people, then you’re elevating their voices every time 
you speak. Your confidence in yourself reflects your confidence in your 
soon-to-be constituents. Don’t forget that - let them empower you. 
You’ll win.”

– Wisconsin State Representative Katrina Shankland

local board of elections, or the Federal Election Commission (FEC) for federal races. 
You should also consider how many voters you need to contact, and the most efficient 
way to contact them. Television and radio can cost dramatically different amounts 
in different media markets. In some cases, mail and field may be a much better use 
of your money than television. Speaking of field, make sure that you budget for field 
activities. Even if you have lots of volunteers, you will still need money for voter files, 
phones and computers, snacks and drinks, and more. 

Most importantly, the budget should reflect the priorities of the campaign. If your 
number one priority is to turn out your base voters, then that should be reflected in 
where you allocate the most money.
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CHAPTER 4

The Message and 
The Media

Your message is the statement that will define you as a candidate. Your message is not 
a slogan or a policy paper. Your message should capture who you are, the experiences 
that qualify you for office, and the issues that you consider most important for 
yourself and your future constituents. You must feel comfortable delivering your 
message. Your message must be who you are.

A candidate running for school board, for example, might use this message: “As the 
mother of three children in local schools, I believe children should learn at the pace 
that is right for them and teachers should have all the resources they need.” This 
message does three things. It describes who the candidate is; why they are qualified 
for the position; and what they believe in. A farmer running for state legislature 
might use this message: “As the owner of a family farm, I will fight to protect our 
environment, and support our local business.” A teacher running for state legislature 
might use this message: “As a high school teacher with twenty years of experience, I 
know how to get things done--even in tough circumstances.”

When you are crafting your message, keep it short and simple. When in doubt, we 
recommend the 27-9-3 rule: 27 words, 9 seconds, 3 points. “As a local pediatrician, I 
will work to fund nutrition programs in schools and keep our kids safe in the streets.” 

Remember that voters probably won’t read literature about your policy positions. 
Most will probably be unfamiliar with your biography. The message is the best way to 
make sure they are familiar with your character, your values, and your experiences. It’s 
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what your neighbors would say about you if they were talking about you over coffee. 
Your message should be used in stump speeches, campaign literature, conversations 
with donors and reporters, and voters on the phones and on the doors. Your message 
should appear in all your campaign communications. 

Most importantly, your 
message is the best way to 
define yourself early to voters 
-- before your opponent has 
a chance to define you. Your 
opponent will try to knock 
you off message. Don’t 
let them. Remember that 
we can’t control what our 
opponents say, we can only 
control what we say.

QUESTIONS TO ASK AS YOU BUILD YOUR MESSAGE

n  Why am I the best candidate for this office?
 
n  What are the issues that voters care most about?

n  Why am I the best qualified to understand these issues?

n  How am I best known in the district?

n  How am I different from my opponent?

n  Are there any obstacles in my record or experience that I need to overcome? Do I  
    need to address these obstacles in my message?

USING THE MEDIA
Start building a list of reporters and bloggers in your area. Create a spreadsheet with 
their names, stations or outlets, phone numbers and email addresses, as well as notes 
about times you’ve met them in the past. Make it as easy as possible to email them 
quickly.

MESSAGING TIP

Repeat, repeat, repeat!

Everyone involved with your 
campaign must know the message 
and say it often. Make sure the 
message is used in phone and 
canvass scripts, and all campaign 
literature.
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Follow reporters and bloggers on Twitter. More and more reporters and bloggers are 
starting to rely on Twitter to keep up with breaking news. Follow them on Twitter, 
and engage them when appropriate. But do not argue! Keep your cool at all times.

Pay attention to the news. When you see a particularly good story that relates to an 
area of your expertise, let the reporter know! Praise their work, and tell them how 
your own work relates. If you comment on their story on Twitter, add their Twitter 
handle so they see it.

Send out press releases. Whenever you do something newsworthy, make sure that 
reporters and bloggers know about it! If you are currently an elected official, let 
reporters know whenever you introduce a bill. If you are a community leader, let 
reporters know if you are launching a new initiative or have a comment on a current 
event. Even if reporters choose not to write about your press release, they will start to 
become aware of your work. See the opposite page for a template press release.

Make it easy for them. Many newspapers and radio stations are suffering budget cuts 
and have dramatically slashed the number of staff. So they will appreciate whatever 
you can do to help them with their content. Send a photo of yourself at an event or 
news conference with a caption that they can use as a visual. Send local radio stations 

MESSAGING BOX 

What you say about 
yourself...

What you say about your 
opponent...

What your opponent says 
about himself or herself...

What your opponent says 
about you...
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an audio file with a comment about an ongoing issue that they can incorporate into 
their coverage.

Use letters to the editor. Ask friends and supporters to send letters to the editor of the 
local newspapers, praising what you’ve done for the community.

Write op-eds. If you feel strongly about an issue, and the issue is also important 
to voters in your community, write and submit an op-ed to your local newspaper. 
Similarly, talk to local progressive bloggers about opportunities to submit a guest 
blog post.

PRESS RELEASE TEMPLATE 

Single sentence headline in large, bold font -- 
ideally without much punctuation.

Sub-headlines should be individual key data points. Example: Polling 
says 45-32% support Bananas over Apples. Font size should be larger 
than the text in the body of the release but smaller than the headline. 

The opening paragraph of the release should reflect the information in the headline 
and the main data points in the sub-headlines. This paragraph should be between 
3-4 sentences and should be viewed as the first paragraph of an article.

Short explanatory sentence introducing the main “item” being released (polling 
numbers, ad images, or quote):

This item should be centered. If a quote, the person’s name, title, and 
affiliation should be included and bold.

1-2 more paragraphs of context here. The further down the press release, the more 
likely the reporter is to not read it.

Above the signature, make sure to offer to connect with the reporters you’re sending 
to or connect them with someone who can speak on the “item” being released.

-- Signature, with email, and phone contact information.
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SAMPLE PRESS RELEASE 

Joe Smith Campaign Launches “Ice Cream 
Truck Owners for Joe”

Group will focus on mobilizing support and advising on issues. 
Local owners Carmel Jones and Christie Cone named as co-

chairs.

Today the Joe Smith campaign launched “Ice Cream Truck Owners for 
Joe,” a group of small business owners in the Merrimack Valley supporting 
Joe Smith’s election to the State Senate because of his long record of 
fighting for small businesses and creating jobs. The group will mobilize 
support for Joe, advise the campaign on issues important to the ice cream 
eating public and speak to other entrepreneurs about Joe’s work to support 
local small business owners and business leaders. Carmel Jones, owner of 
Rocky Road, and Christie Cone, owner of Banana Split, will serve as co-
chairs for “Ice Cream Truck Owners for Joe.”

Quotes, if helpful:
“There is no greater friend to Merrimac Valley’s ice cream truck 
owners than Joe Smith,” said Carmel Jones, owner of Rocky Road. 
“He’s pledged to vote for The Cold Jobs Act and is helping local small 
businesses export their products to neighboring communities. Joe will 
fight every single day in the State Senate to expand Merrimack Valley’s 
middle class, and I am honored to support him.”

“Joe Smith is a champion for small businesses and the middle class — 
that’s my reason for supporting him,” said Christie Cone, owner of 
Banana Split. “Joe will fight for expanded loan opportunities for small 
businesses looking to hire more employees. We need to send him to the 
State Senate.”

“I am so grateful for the strong support my campaign is receiving from 
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Carmel Jones, Christie Cones and other ice cream truck owners and 
others across the Merrimack Valley,” said Joe Smith.  “Small businesses, 
like neighborhood ice cream trucks, create jobs for the middle class, and 
it’s absolutely crucial we do all we can to protect and support them.”

“Ice Cream Truck Owners for Joe” joins an illustrious coalition of small 
business owners backing Joe Smith’s candidacy, including: Garbage Truck 
Maintenance Workers for Joe, Wheelie Chair Engineers for Joe, and 
Pumpkin Patch Pickers for Joe. The Joe Smith for State Senate campaign 
is the overwhelming choice of Merrimack Valley workers and business 
owners.

Polling released earlier this week by the Joe Smith for State Senate 
Campaign showed that Joe was leading his nearest opponent by 20 points, 
41%-21%. And recent polling by the Associated Press show that Joe has a 
68% favorability rating with voters.

If you have any questions, or would like to be put in contact with “Ice 
Cream Truck Owners for Joe” co-chairs Christie Cone or Carmel Jones, 
please let me know.

-- Patty Mintz, Citizens for Joe Smith, Communications Director,  
    Patty@JoeForSenate.com

PRACTICE YOUR STUMP SPEECH
Now that you’ve developed your message, the next step is to write and practice a 
stump speech. Your stump speech should run 3-5 minutes in length, and include 
and elaborate on your core message. This is the speech you will give over and over at 
house parties, rallies, and other public events. This is the primary way that voters will 
come to know you in person.
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Your speech should include:

n  Your message (30 seconds or less) 
 
n  Your brief biography (30 seconds or less) 
 
n  Why you are running (30 seconds or less) 
 
n  What makes you qualified to run (30 seconds or less) 
 
n  An anecdote that helps voters understand your character, your values and your  
    motivations (3 minutes or less) 
 
n  An ask for support (30 seconds or less)

Practice makes perfect, so practice, practice, practice! Say it in front of a mirror. Ask a 
friend to film you, so you can watch and improve your delivery. Don’t forget to smile!

HOW TO ROCK YOUR TELEVISION APPEARANCE
You should assume that the microphone is always on, even if the camera isn’t rolling. 
From the moment you walk into the studio until the moment you leave, consider 
yourself “on.” Plenty of candidates have gotten caught in gaffes when they forgot they 
were being recorded. 

Substance:

n  Plan ahead

n  Memorize the one sentence you   
    know voters need to hear

n  Practice saying that one sentence  
    as an answer to anything you are  
    asked

n  Make sure you say that one  
    sentence at some point in the  
    interview

n  Don’t try to be funny on  
    television

n  Know your own record

n  Know your opponents’ record

n  Don’t ever get caught in a  
    shouting match

n  Stop talking when you have said  
    what you want to say
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Style:

n  Dress nicely, but plainly

n  Minimize accessories

n  Avoid bright checks and florals

n  Look straight into the camera

n  Keep your hands in your lap

n  Sit up straight

n  Smile

27 WORDS, 9 SECONDS, 3 POINTS 

1.  [I’m qualified because...]
2.  [I believe in...]
3.  [I believe in...]
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CHAPTER 5

Early Fundraising

Strong fundraising is important for a lot of reasons. Strong fundraising can 
demonstrate your viability as a candidate. People who may have been hesitant 
to support you before will be more likely to jump on the bandwagon. Possible 
opponents may choose not to run in the face of a big cash advantage. Be sure to set 
concrete fundraising goals for yourself before each public filing deadline. Also make 
sure you understand campaign finance laws about the size of contributions and where 
contributions can come from. These laws are usually available from the Secretary of 
State or state board of elections.

You will raise money in several different ways. You will use “call time” to call potential 
donors and ask them to contribute. You will use house parties to ask groups of people 
to donate. You will send letters and emails, asking people to donate. And you will ask 
Political Action Committees (PACs) that have endorsed you to write you a check. 
Here are some tips for making each method successful. This is intended just to get 
you started. For more on the nuts and bolts of fundraising, see the PCCC finance 
guide.

The sad current state of our campaign finance laws means that candidates need to 
spend more time raising money than ever. But here’s the good news. It’s not rocket 
science! There are easy, clear steps to start raising the money you need to get your 
message out.
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FROM THE CANDIDATES

“I decided to run for office because I knew 
my voice and unique perspective was missing 
from the political sphere as a young woman 
of color. More importantly, it was apparent 
to me that more people could be engaged in 

the policy-making process if I took the time to inform and listen to my 
neighbors in in a more grassroots way. It worked - I won by the largest 
margin of any challenger in the state in my first election.

Had a bad press day or discouraging conversation? Take the energy you 
could easily spend worrying and make five phone calls or knock on ten 
doors - do whatever it is that needs be done because that will win you 
the election, not one naysayer.”

– Vermont State Representative Kesha Ram

HOW TO ASK

Your Research!

Make a personal 
connection.

Keep it brief and to the 
point.

Make a hard ask and then 
SILENCE...

Make a call while 
unprepared.

Lack personal 
connection.

Ramble.

Make a soft ask and 
then give an “out.”
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LISTEN TO YOUR CALL TIME MANAGER!

One of the most common mistakes we see from candidates is that they resist call time 
at every turn. It’s important that you find an organized, patient volunteer who can 
work as your call time manager. This volunteer will keep track of the call sheets. They 
will take credit card numbers over the phone and record which donors need thank 
you notes. And they will sit with you for hours at a time, placing call sheets in front 
of you, and keeping you on schedule. Find a call time manager who is not a close 
friend. It may sound counter intuitive, but you don’t want someone who will goof 
around with you or let you weasel out of call time. Choose someone who will keep 
your nose to the grindstone!

TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL CALL TIME 

Make the list. Remember that list of friends and family you made in Chapter 
1? That’s a good start. Now add to it. Think about everyone who may have a 
connection to you. Go through your old school directories. Look up teammates 
from intramural sports teams. Other ideas include business contacts, fellow 
congregants, and your holiday card and wedding guest lists. Be creative and 
ruthless!

Do your research. Figure out whether the potential donors on your list have 
given to other candidates or political action committees that share your values. 
Figure out what they have the capacity to give. Do they typically donate a 
hundred dollars or a thousand dollars? Knowing that number will allow you to 
know how much to ask for. 

Plan your message. You are calling the potential donor because you think they 
would have a reason to give. Perhaps you share the same political positions. 
Perhaps you both want to stop a highway headed for your neighborhood. Make 
sure you are ready to discuss your shared interests and values.
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Make a personal connection. If you are calling a co-worker, take a few minutes 
to chat about work. If you are calling a distant relative, ask about their children 
or pets. Just don’t spend too long catching up! Pivot quickly to the campaign.

Add urgency. Are you trying to raise enough money to send a strong message to 
a possible opponent? Are you trying to raise money to hire an organizer or pay 
for a piece of campaign literature? Tell the potential donor! They are more likely 
to give if they know the reason you need money now rather than later.

Ask for a specific amount. Use your research to ask for a specific dollar amount. 
If they tell you they can’t give $400, ask for $300. Keep asking until you 
find an amount that the donor feels that they can contribute. Don’t settle for 
donors saying they will send “something.” Most donors who say they will send 
“something” end up sending nothing. You need to make sure the donor commits 
to a specific amount.

Say thank you. Send a handwritten, personalized note to thank the donor as 
soon as you receive their contribution. If you have not received their contribution 
within two weeks, call them again. 

Organize your calls. Keep a binder with call sheets that show the name of the 
donors, their contact information, any previous contributions they have made to 
you, and how much you intend to ask them to give. Divide the binder into three 
sections: To Call, Pledged, and Received. Move the sheets around accordingly. 

Keep calling. Some days might feel frustrating. But it’s incredibly important 
that you keep calling, every single day. No one will give you money if you don’t 
ask.
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TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL HOUSE PARTIES 

Find a great host. The ideal host is someone who has lots of friends and has 
enough space to accommodate a small gathering. They also are willing to spend 
their time recruiting attendees and take responsibility for the overall success of 
the event. 

Track and confirm RSVPs. Keep a shared Google spreadsheet with your host 
to track RSVPs. Collect email addresses from all potential attendees so you can 
send reminders. Ask the host to call and confirm with potential attendees two 
days before the event.

Discuss logistics with the host. Walk through the space and discuss how the 
house party will work. Where will people sit or stand? Where should you expect 
to speak to the crowd? Where will people sign in? How will they be greeted? Is 
there a place for coats? Will the host offer food or drink? 

Come prepared. Make sure to bring everything you need, like sign-in sheets, 
name tags, clipboards, pens, and campaign literature. Make sure all attendees 
sign in. Bring a laptop if you plan to collect donations through ActBlue, a free 
online donation platform for Democratic candidates.

Follow up. After the event, thank everyone who attended with a phone call or 
email. Ask them to donate (if they haven’t already) and volunteer. Invite them 
to another campaign event, like a pizza party or barbecue. Don’t forget to send a 
handwritten thank you to your host!

Find an event coordinator. If you are just getting started, you can manage 
these events yourself. As your campaign grows, you’ll need to find an organized 
volunteer or staffer who can coordinate these events for you.
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CHAPTER 6

Early Staffing

By now, you are probably wondering how you will get everything done on your 
campaign. You can’t do it all alone. You need help! Whether you are hiring paid staff 
or relying on volunteers, here are some jobs from Day One that you can assign to 
others.

Compliance: You’ll need to make sure that you are carefully tracking all 
contributions. It’s your responsibility to make sure that no one donates more 
than the amount allowed by law and that you are meeting all the deadlines for 
reporting your contributions. A volunteer or staffer with experience in accounting 
or finance should take ownership of this process.

Research: As we discussed in Chapter 5, you’ll need to research potential donors 
to see what they’ve donated in the past, and to see whether they have interests and 
values that align with yours. You’ll also need someone trusted who can research 
the publicly available information on yourself and your opponent. These research 
projects are perfect for a volunteer or paid staffer. 

Call Time Manager: As we discussed in Chapter 5, you’ll need someone who 
can act as your call time manager. This is the first and possibly most important 
position, and should be someone organized and no-nonsense. They should also be 
someone you listen to. Their job is to keep you focused and calling!
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Event Coordinator: This person will work with hosts to schedule your house 
parties and make sure they are a success. Ideally, this person will be responsible for 
everything from making sure there is a crowd to bringing the campaign literature 
and other materials. This person will also sit down with you after the event to 
write handwritten thank you’s to hosts and follow up with attendees.

Data Entry: Let’s say you meet a new reporter. Their contact information needs 
to be added to the spreadsheet you started in Chapter 4. Maybe you find a high 
school yearbook, and need to create new call time sheets for everyone inside. A 
volunteer will be happy to do the data entry and keep everything organized.

CAMPAIGN ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The following positions are common on campaigns. Not every campaign will choose 
to fill every position with paid staff! And on some campaigns, one person will fill 
multiple roles. This just gives you a sense of what folks in these positions are expected 
to do.

Campaign Manager: The campaign manager is in charge of all aspects of the 
campaign. This should include day-to-day operations, hiring and management of 
other staff, and creation and management of the budget. The campaign manager 
needs to make sure the candidate’s time is being used well and that all the staff 
and volunteers are reaching their goals. The ideal campaign manager is organized, 
professional, friendly, and stays cool under pressure.

ADVICE ON HIRING
Be sure to consult groups like PCCC if you are planning to hire 
staff. We have an extensive database of experienced and trusted 
campaign professionals, and a set of online campaign tools that 
make some of the nuts and bolts easy to do yourself. Don’t hire 
expensive consultants! For more on the basics of campaigns -- and 
how to get things done cheaper and better yourself -- see the other 
books in our series.
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Finance Director: The finance director is responsible for raising the money that 
the campaign needs to reach voters and get its message out. The finance director 
works internally with the candidate and campaign manager, and externally with the 
fundraising committee. The finance director makes sure that the candidate spends 
their time productively on call time and attending events, and that financial goals 
are met each quarter. The finance director must be diplomatic, but also willing to 
push the candidate and supporters toward meeting fundraising goals.

Field Director: The field director is in charge of direct voter contact. They need 
to figure out which voters support you, and how to get them to the polls. Their 
tactics might include canvassing, phone calls, voter registration, and special events. 
The field director must be personable, energetic, capable of motivating staff and 
volunteers, and able to manage large amounts of data. They also must have a no-
holds-barred attitude to victory!

Call Time Manager:  The call time manager works closely with the candidate and 
finance director (if applicable) to make sure call time is successful. This includes 
keeping the call sheets organized, knowing the background research on potential 
donors, and being ready to take credit card information over the phone. The call 
time manager must be patient, organized, and willing to push the candidate to 
stay focused. If the candidate has paid staff, this is often the first hire.

Scheduler: The scheduler is responsible for making sure the candidate’s time is 
used well. That means making sure the candidate’s time is protected for call time, 
house parties, and important events. The scheduler makes sure that the candidate 
is briefed about every event, that they are given proper directions and contact 
information, and know what they are expected to do and say. The scheduler needs 
to be detail-oriented, and able to say “no” when necessary.

Communications Director: The communications director is responsible for 
getting positive press for the candidate (and in some cases, negative press for 
the opponent). Their responsibilities will include building relationships with the 
media, maintaining the database of reporters and bloggers; sending out press 
releases, and seeking endorsements from editorial boards. This person should 
have very strong written and speaking skills. This person should also have good 
strategic sense, and an ability to figure out how to fit your voice into the topics 
that reporters and bloggers are covering.
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Digital Director: The digital director manages the website, the email list, and the 
social media accounts like Facebook and Twitter. Their job is to make sure that 
a constant stream of shareable, on-message, and authentic content reaches your 
supporters. The digital director should have a proven track record of growing the 
number of followers on social media, and a strong sense for what will be liked and 
shared online.

Volunteer Coordinator: In larger campaigns, a volunteer coordinator will work 
with the field director to recruit and manage volunteers. This job requires the 
ability to relate well to people, identify their strengths, and make sure their 
strengths are used to the advantage of the campaign.

Office Manager: The office manager will keep the office tidy and clean and 
stocked with supplies. On some campaigns, the office manager also answers the 
phone and serves as the “greeter,” welcoming volunteers and visitors and showing 
them around.

Campaign Treasurer: The campaign treasurer is usually the only other individual, 
apart from the candidate, whose name is filed with an election authority. This 
person is responsible for the accounting aspects of the campaign. They monitor 
contributions, maintain records, and meet all deadlines for reporting. Your 
campaign must have a Treasurer. This can be a volunteer, but it should be someone 
with accounting or finance experience. .

Legal Advisor:  You’ll need access to a legal advisor who knows election and 
campaign finance laws. Usually you can connect with volunteers through the local 
Democratic Party.

THE TOP 10 THINGS CANDIDATES SHOULD DO... 
AFTER THEY DECIDE TO RUN 

Meet with movers and shakers in the community. This might include local 
elected officials, union leaders, religious leaders, community activists and more. 
These meetings should be used to ask for their advice as well as their support. 
Treat them as partners in this campaign.
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Form your fundraising committee. By now, you should know how much you 
need to raise. Ask your biggest supporters to join your fundraising committee, 
and commit to helping meet your goal.

Start researching donor history. Use databases like OpenSecrets.org to figure out 
what your friends and family can afford to contribute.

Get money in the bank. Set up a bank account, and start asking for money. Set 
yourself a modest goal, like raising $1,000 in your first week. The first $1,000 is 
the hardest! (And the most satisfying.)

Find office space. We recommend moving your campaign office out of your 
home as soon as possible. Even if it’s a modest space, it helps to have a place free 
of personal distractions to do your work. Ask supporters to donate folding chairs 
and tables to furnish the space.

Buy a voter file. Ask the local or state Democratic Party to buy an account on 
their voter file. If they won’t sell to you, go directly to a vendor like VAN or 
Target Smart. The voter file is how you find contact information and party 
affiliation for voters in your district.

Ask for volunteers. You need help and you shouldn’t be afraid to ask for it. Even 
at the earliest stages, volunteers can help you research your donors, organize 
your contacts, set up your office space, and host small events to introduce you 
to their friends.

Set up your website. Make sure your website has the basics, like contact 
information and ways to donate and volunteer. PCCC offers an affordable do-
it-yourself option. Those high-resolution photos that you took earlier will come 
in handy now!

Make a schedule. Eventually, you may have a scheduler who helps keep you on 
track. But in the early days of your campaign, it’s important that you have the 
discipline to manage your own time. Set aside several uninterrupted hours each 
day for fundraising. Stick to your schedule no matter what.

File to run! Don’t forget to file the paperwork for your candidacy with the 
appropriate election authority. Make sure you know the legal rules of your 
campaign (including rules about fundraising and spending) by heart.
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Conclusion

And you’re off! Congratulations on taking this major step towards making progressive 
change in the world. For more on the nuts and bolts of running and winning, see the 
other books in our series. And don’t hesitate to ask for help. That’s what we’re here for!
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